Four-element gliders that cannot be transformed to 2x2 blocks yield textures with at most minimal visual structure, as quantified via psychophysics or VEP's.
REFERENCES EXTREME TEXTURES
There are 16 extremes of the binary 2x2 block probabilities that allow for maximum-entropy extension. The textures that have zero second-order correlation (purple background) are extreme examples of the textures shown above. Textures with nonzero second-order correlations can be grouped into isodipole families (each background color), within which local second-order statistics are identical. Within each of these families, discrimination is strong. Four-element gliders that cannot be transformed to 2x2 blocks yield textures with at most minimal visual structure, as quantified via psychophysics or VEP's.
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MIXING SCALES
Textures are constructed by specifying one or more rows and columns, and completing the interior recursively so that the number of white squares within each glider template is even.
